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This paper introduces a new concept of partial observability for nonlinear systems. This new approach enables a
quantitative analysis on the observability of an individual state variable and unknown parameters of a nonlinear
dynamics evenwhen the system is not observable in the traditional sense. The paper develops theoretical properties of
partial observability and its computational algorithms. These results are applied and validated on a nonstandard
estimation problem of detecting the internal cooperating strategy of a particular adversarial swarm model. Partial
observability analysis on the parameters that define the cooperating strategy reveals interesting findings. For
example, some parameters are observable even when the swarm is at a steady state that is not observable in
traditional sense. It is also shown that observability of the internal cooperating strategy depends on both the
swarm trajectory and the time window of the measurement. Motivated by these findings, a variational method of
estimation based on the dynamic optimization of a cost function is proposed. Simulation results show that the
proposed estimation method outperforms Kalman filters. The results in this paper provide useful tools for
applications involving adversarial swarms, including defense against swarm attacks and herding of biological
swarms.
I. Introduction
I N THE past few decades, the research community has producedmultiple models for simulating swarm behavior, such as those
developed by Leonard and associates at Princeton University [1,2],
Jadbabaie et al. [3], and Szwaykowska et al. at Naval Research
Laboratory [4], and methods for implementing autonomous swarms,
such as the autonomous swarms being flown byChung et al. at Naval
Postgraduate School [5]. The aforementioned models and methods
consider challenges related to autonomous swarms from what could
be termed an insider’s perspective—that is, from the perspective of
creating, controlling, and driving one’s own autonomous or semi-
autonomous swarm.
As applications of autonomous swarms becomemorewidespread,
how to analyze interactions with swarms emerges as an important
research topic. Swarms may be indirectly adversarial—conflicting
with objectives simply due to not being under our control, as would
be the case interacting with a natural swarm such as a bird flock, or
with an outside team of vehicles. Or these swarms may be directly
adversarial, in competition or conflict with our goals, as will be faced
in defense scenarios. An example of a goal action against an adver-
sarial swarm is herding—guiding or containing a group through
interactionwith their innate reactivemechanisms. In [6], for instance,
an aerial robot is used to guide a flock of birds away from a protected
airspace. Another example is defense against attacks from an adver-
sarial swarm. In [7], multivehicle trajectory optimization for defense
of an asset against an oncoming swarm of autonomous vehicles is
considered.
In both these applications, identifying a model of an adversarial
swarm is essential. Swarms’ internal control strategies such as colli-
sion avoidance distances, swarm cohesion, and communication dis-
tances determine swarm behaviors and their responses to external
disturbances. Without a pre-established swarm model, these strate-
gies must be estimated through observation and/or interaction of the
swarm. For example, in Ref. [6], where the problem of herding of a
flock of birds was considered, the parameter of collision avoidance
distance that defines the flock dynamics was estimated using real
experimental data.
In this paper we address the problem of detecting the internal
cooperating strategy of a particular adversarial swarmwhose dynam-
ics is subject to the swarm model developed by Leonard and asso-
ciates [1,2]. This swarm model is based on a potential function and
virtual leaders, which can be characterized by a set of parameters.
Thus, by estimating those parameters one can identify the internal
cooperating strategy of an adversarial swarm. Note that this is a
nonstandard estimation problem—the estimation problem we
address in this paper is not to estimate, for example, position and
velocity of each member of the swarm; rather we are interested in
understanding how individual agents cooperate to achieve the swarm
behavior that is observed by outsiders.
Before actually designing an estimator a natural question is
whether these parameters are in fact observable, that is, can be
successfully estimated from the sensor measurement. The observ-
ability is an intrinsic property of a dynamical system with sensor
information and user’s knowledge. It defines the essential limitation
in estimation and detection. The literature on observability analysis
and observer design is quite extensive; see, for example, [8–13].
However, the classical observability analysis tools, including the rank
conditions [8,9], do not apply to the observability analysis of an
adversarial swarm cooperating strategy due to nonlinearities and
discontinuities inherent in the model. In our previous work [14],
the concepts of unobservability index and empirical observability
Gramian [15–17]were used to analyze the observability of a potential
function-based swarm model developed in [1,2]. It is shown in [14]
that the steady state of the swarm is unobservable. To make the
system observable, Ref. [14] proposes to use intruders as a possible
agent provocateur disrupting the adversarial swarm and provoking
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the swarm into more revealing behaviors. While intruder perturba-
tions make the system observable, the simulations in [14] also reveal
that standard filtering techniques such as unscented Kalman filter
(UKF) often fail to estimate the parameters that define the internal
cooperating strategy. The failure of standard estimation algorithms
can be attributed to the parameters in the swarm model that represent
the range limit of communication and/or range of influence among
agents. These parameters introduce discontinuity into the swarm
dynamics. In the state-parameter space, they are observable in a zero
measure set within a short time interval only, making the design of a
convergent estimation algorithm very challenging.
In this paper, in contrast to [14], we introduce a new tool of partial
observability to study the observability of any variable of interest in a
nonlinear system. This new concept enables quantitative observabil-
ity analysis for an individual state variable even when the system is
unobservable in traditional sense. We derive theoretical results that
reveal properties of partial observability and link it to other observ-
ability metrics. As a particular attractive feature, partial observability
can be conveniently computed using empirical observability Gra-
mian and optimization, making it suitable for analyzing complex
nonlinear systems such as a swarm of autonomous agents. When
applied to the swarm model studied in [1,2,14], partial observability
analysis reveals that, even at steady state when the system is not
observable in traditional sense as shown in [14], some parameters in
the cooperating strategy are still observable and can be successfully
estimated.Moreover, in the presence of intruders, our analysis shows
the dependence of observability on the time window of the sensor
measurements. Such feature imposes a fundamental challenge on
Kalman filter type of sequential estimation techniques.
To address such issues in estimating parameters in an adversarial
swarm, we propose a two-step dynamical-optimization-based
method that processes the measurement in a batch fashion. The
algorithm leverages on the results obtained by partial observability
analysis to improve the computational efficiency. It also resolves the
challenge of estimating parameters that are only observable on a zero
measure set. As the number of agents increases, computational cost
of the proposed two-step estimation algorithm also grows rapidly.
Thus, the algorithm is most suitable for small swarms. Estimation of
large swarms is an interesting topic for future research.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the concept
of partial observability for nonlinear systems, prove some fundamen-
tal properties, and develop computational tools for analyzing partial
observability. These concepts and tools are applied in Sec. III on an
adversarial swarm model to analyze the observability of internal
swarm cooperating strategies. Two baseline scenarios are studied in
detail. One is when the swarm is at a steady state, and the other
addresses the case when the swarm is perturbed by intruders. Based
on the partial observability analysis, we propose a two-step estima-
tion algorithm in Sec. IVand compare its performancewith that of an
UKF. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
II. Partial Observability
In this section, we develop the theoretical foundation and a com-
putational method for the partial observability of nonlinear systems.
In Sec. II.A, we introduce the concept of partial observability defined
in [18]. The concept is closely related to the observability Gramian in
the linear control theory. In Sec. II.B, we develop a new method of
computing the partial observability of linear systems based on the
optimization of a quadratic function and observability Gramian. It is
proved that the unobservability index coincides with the Lagrangian
multiplier of the optimization. Necessary and sufficient conditions
for the boundedness of unobservability index are proved. If the
system is nonlinear, its unobservability index is approximated using
an empirical Gramian along a nominal trajectory. The method devel-
oped in this section is different from existing literature on this topic
[15,16], in which either the full observability is computed or a more
complicated optimization problem with dynamic constraints must
be solved. In Sec. II.C, we provide a computational approach by
introducing the norms and their weighting matrices for a family of
nonlinear problems that include the swarm examples studied in
this paper.
A. Concepts and Definitions
Consider a control system
x  ft; x; u; p; x ∈ Rnx ; u ∈ Rnu ; p ∈ Rnp
y  ht; x; u; p; y ∈ Rny
where x is the state variable, u is the control input, and p represents
the constant vector of parameters. The variable y is the output of the
system, which can be measured using sensors. The time interval is
t0; tf. Although differential equations are widely used as math-
ematical models of control systems, real-life operations are often
subject to additional constraints. For instance, the following is a list of
some examples:
Ext0; xtf ≤ 0; end-point condition
sxt; ut ≤ 0; ∀ t ∈ t0; tf; state-control constraints
p1 ≤ p ≤ p2; model uncertainty
dxt; p  0; ∀ t ∈ t0; tf; differential-algebraic equations
u  ut; known controlinput; anassumption
often used in control theory
These additional constraints represent known information, or
user’s knowledge, about the system. In general, user’s knowledge
helps to improve observability. It is modeled as a subset in the space
of state-control trajectories:
x⋅; u⋅; p ∈ C
In partial observability, the goal is to estimate the projection of the
state variable into a subspace. The variable to be estimated is denoted
by z. It is modeled using a mapping, or projection P:
z  Px⋅; u⋅; p
For example, if we want to estimate x10 only, then
Px⋅; u⋅; p  x10. We would like to point out that the defi-
nition of observability does not require a known control input; that is,
the value of ut can be unknown. In the study of non-cooperative
systems, the control input is not necessarily given or measurable. The
entire system model is summarized as follows:
x  ft; x; u; p; x ∈ Rnx ; u ∈ Rnu ; p ∈ Rnp (1a)
x⋅; u⋅; p ∈ C (1b)
y  ht; x; u; p; y ∈ Rny (1c)
z  Px⋅; u⋅; p; z ∈ Rnz (1d)
We assume that trajectories, as functions of t, have a norm in L2
space. The metrics used for x, y, and z are denoted by k ⋅ kX, k ⋅ kY ,
and k ⋅ kZ, respectively. Let xt; ut:p, t ∈ t0; ff be a nominal
trajectory around which we study the system’s observability. For
nonlinear systems, changing the nominal trajectory or the time
window may result in the change of the observability. Therefore,
the observability computed for a nominal trajectory is valid only in a
region around the nominal trajectory. Let ϵ > 0 be a small number.
The set, E, of trajectories is defined as follows:
E  fx̂⋅; û⋅; p̂jit satisfies 1a − 1b and kŷ⋅ − y⋅kY ≤ ϵg
(2)
where ŷ⋅ is the output of x̂⋅; û⋅; p̂ and y⋅ is the output of the
nominal trajectory. If ϵ represents the upper bound of sensor error,

































































sense that they are indistinguishable based on sensor data and user’s
knowledge. Therefore, the size of E determines the observability of
the nominal trajectory. The observability of z is determined by the
size of the setPE. If this set is small, it means that the ambiguity in
the estimation of z is small; that is, z is observable.
Definition 1: Let ρ be a metric that measures the size ofPE; then
ρ is a measure of unobservability of z. It is called the estimation
ambiguity.
There are different ways to measure the size of a set. In this paper,
we use the radius as a metric.
Definition 2: The radius of E, also a measure of estimation ambi-
guity, is defined as follows:
ρ  max
x̂⋅;û⋅;p̂∈E
kPt; x̂⋅; û⋅; p̂ − Pt; x⋅; u⋅; pkZ (3)
where k ⋅ kZ is the Euclidean norm if z is a vector andL2-norm if z is a
function. The ratio ρ∕ϵ is called the unobservability index
Unobservability index quantifies the observability of a nonlinear
system.A small unobservability index implies strong observability of
the system. The concept of unobservability index has been used in the
literature for various applications [15,16,19].
B. Linear Perspective
This definition of observability is consistent with that in the
classical control theory of linear systems. Consider
x  Ax; t ∈ 0; T
y  Cx;
z  x0 (4)
where x ∈ Rnx is the state variable and y ∈ Rny is the output variable.
Let us consider the observability of the initial state, z  x0. Thus
nx  nz and the mapping in Eq. (1d) is a simple projection
Px⋅  x0
In the linear control theory, the observability is determined by an






TτCTCeAτ dτ ≥ 0
In this case, the unobservability index is equivalent to the smallest
eigenvalue of the observability Gramian as shown in the following
result. Its proof is given in the Appendix.
Proposition 1 ([18]): Consider the observability of z in the linear
system (4). LetG be the observabilityGramian. Given ϵ > 0. Let λmin
and xmin be the smallest eigenvalue and its associate eigenvector
satisfying λminkxmink22  ϵ2. Then, PE is the following ellipsoid:
PE  fx0  δx0jδx0TGδx0 ≤ ϵ2g (5)
The estimation ambiguity, that is, the radius of the ellipsoid, is





In general, the “size” of an ellipsoid can be measured using differ-
ent metrics, such as the determinant of G, the trace of G, or the
condition number ofG. In [20], a comparison of various quantitative
measures of observability is studied for power systems. For linear
systems with sensor noise that follows a normal distribution, the
observability Gramian coincides with the Fisher information matrix
of the output function with respect to the initial state.
For partial observability, let us consider a special case where
z  Px0. Matrix P is of dimension nz by nx, with nz < nx. The
mapping in Eq. (1d) is a projection to subspace
Px⋅  Px0
and
PE  fPx0  Pδx0jδx0TGδx0 ≤ ϵ2g
The radius of this set, or the estimation ambiguity (3), is equivalent





xTGx  ϵ2 (6)
Define the Lagrangian function for solving Eq. (6):
L  xTPTPx − λxTGx
where λ ∈ R is the Lagrange multiplier. Then the maximization in
Eq. (6) is achieved at points satisfying the following necessary
conditions:
PTPx  λGx
xTGx  ϵ2 (7)
Proposition 2: The estimation ambiguity of z  Px0 is the
largest value of ρ  kPxk2 among all pairs (x, λ) that satisfy
Eq. (7). The corresponding value of the Lagrange multiplier, λ,
equals the square of the unobservability index.
Proof: The necessary condition (7) is obvious. If (x, λ) max-
imizes ρ, multiply xT to the first equation in Eq. (7); we have
kPxk22  λxTGx
Because ρ2  kPxk22 and xTGx  ϵ2, we have
λ  ρ2∕ϵ2
that is, the square of the unobservability index equals the Lagrange
multiplier. □
Proposition 2 links the concept of partial unobservability index to
the Lagrange multiplier of the optimization problem (7). It is not
surprising, because the Lagrange multiplier measures the sensitivity
of the cost function to the variations of initial states. The following
result establishes a sufficient condition under which the optimization
problem (7) is well defined.
Proposition 3:Consider optimization problem (7). LetNulG and
NulP be the null space of G and P, respectively.
1) If NulG ⊆ NulP, the unobservability index of z  Px0
is finite.
2) IfNulG is not a subset ofNulP, the unobservability index of
z  Px0 is ∞; that is, z is unobservable.
Proof:Let r ≤ nx be the rank of the positive semidefinitematrixG,
and denote the singular values of G as
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · ·≥ σr > 0
Consider the singular value decomposition G  UΣUT , where U
is an orthogonal matrix and Σ  diagσ1; : : : ; σr; 0; : : : ; 0 is a
diagonal matrix. Then, the null space of G is given by
NulG  spanfur1; ur2; : : : ; ung
where ui is the ith column ofU. For all x ∈ Rn satisfying xTGx  ϵ2,
let x  UTx. We have
xTGx  xTUTGU x  xTΣ x  σ1 x21  σ2 x22 · · · σr x2r  ϵ2
(8)
where xi is the ith entry of vector x. If NulG 

































































Px  PU x  Pu1; : : : ; Pur; 0; : : : ; 0 x
 x1Pu1 · · ·  xrPur
Therefore,
kPxk2 ≤ j x1j ⋅ kPu1k · · · j xrj ⋅ kPurk
where the right-hand sidemust be bounded because of Eq. (8) and the
fact that σi > 0 for all i ≤ r.
If NulG is not a subset of NulP, there is a vector v ∈ NulG
such thatGv  0 and Pv ≠ 0. Let x be an arbitrary vector satisfying
xTGx  ϵ2. Then
x vTGx v  xTGx  ϵ2
Therefore, x v satisfies constraint in Eq. (6). The corresponding
cost is kPx vk22  kPx Pvk22, which can be arbitrarily large,
since Pv ≠ 0 and v can be scaled to have an arbitrarily large length.
Hence, ρ∕ϵ  ∞. □
In the traditional control theory, observability is analyzed with
respect to the initial condition x0; that is, P  I. If G has rank
deficiencies, NulG is clearly not a subspace of NulP. Based on
Proposition 3, ρ is infinity and x0 is not observable, which is
consistent with the classical observability theory. However, even
for the case when G is not full rank, user’s knowledge, such as the
bounds of state variables, can be applied to still find a finite value of
estimation ambiguity. In this case, a set of lower and upper bounds to




Subject to xT Gx  ϵ2
mi ≤ xi ≤ Mi; for i  1; 2; · · · ; nx (9)
wheremi andMi are constants representing user’s knowledge on the
state variables.
C. Computational Implementation
The general definition of observability is equivalent to a problem
of constrained dynamical optimization (3). For linear systems, by
using observability Gramian, optimization problem (3) can be
reduced to a finite-dimensional optimization (6), which can be easily
solved to obtain partial unobservability index. For nonlinear systems,
one is unlikely to get an analytic solution for the nonlinear dynamic
optimization (3). In this paper we adopt the concept of empirical
Gramian to approximate nonlinear dynamic optimization (3) by a
finite-dimensional optimization problem. As a first-order approxi-
mation, empirical Gramian was used to approximate the unobserv-
ability index in [15,16,19] for nonlinear systems. The empirical
observability Gramian is defined using the original nonlinear dynam-
ics along a nominal trajectory. It reflects the observability of the full
nonlinear system in a region along the nominal trajectory. This is in
sharp contrast to a traditional approach based on linearization of the
system around an operating point.
Consider a control system:
x  ft; x; u; p; x ∈ Rnx ; u ∈ Rnu ; p ∈ Rnp (10a)
y  ht; x; u; p; y ∈ Rny (10b)
z  x10; · · · xnz 0T; z ∈ Rnz (10c)
The individual state variables in a system may use different units.
Their estimation error tolerances are different. Therefore we need a
weighted norm as the metric of z. Let the error tolerance in the
estimation of z be a set of positive numbers δ1; δ2; · · · ; δnz in their
own units. Define an inner product using a diagonal matrix
WZ  diag1; δ1∕δ2; · · · ; δ1∕δnz 
hz1; z2iZ  zT1WTZWZz2
kzkZ  hz; zi1∕2Z
This set of weights rescales z based on the error tolerance and the
corresponding unit of z1. The accuracy of estimation is justified by
comparing the error to δ1. A standard orthogonal basis consists of the





ei; i  1; 2; · · · ; nz
where ei’s are the column vectors of the identity matrix. Choose a
small δ > 0; consider
x	i0  x0 	 δwi; i  1; 2; · · · ; nx
Let y	it represent the corresponding output. To define a
weighted inner product for y, one can use the sensor error covariance
as the weight matrix. If sensor errors are not correlated, the matrix is
diagonal. More specifically, suppose that the sensor error standard
deviations are σ1; σ2; · · · ; σny . For some sensors, we may use error
upper bounds in a similar way. Similar toWZ, we define
WY  diag1; σ1∕σ2; · · · ; σ1∕σny
The empirical Gramian at x0 is the n × nmatrixGY , whose (i, j)










G  hΔi;ΔjiYnxi;j1 (11)
Using Eq. (6) as a first-order approximation of the estimation am-





xTGx  ϵ2 (12)
The value of ρ can be interpreted as follows. If the sensor error is
bounded by ϵ, under the weighted norm, then ρ is approximately the
worst estimation error of a maximum likelihood estimator that is
based on the difference of the output function and the sensor data. The
ratio, ρ∕ϵ, is approximately the unobservability index.
III. Observability Analysis of an Adversarial Swarm
In this section we apply the concept of partial observability intro-
duced in the previous section on analyzing cooperation strategies in
adversarial swarms. As an illustrative example, we consider an
adversarial swarm governed by a dynamical model proposed by
Leonard and Fiorelli [1]. The model consists of multiple agents,
including followers and virtual leaders. All agents are assumed as
point masses in the xy plane with fully actuated dynamics.
xlk  ulk ; k  1; : : : ; m;

































































where xlk ∈ R
2 and ulk ∈ R
2 are position and input vectors of virtual
leaders, xi ∈ R2 and ui ∈ R2 are position and input vectors of each
agent, and m and n are the numbers of virtual leaders and followers.
Figure 1 illustrates a swarm with multiple vehicles and a virtual
leader.
The interaction force between two agents hasmagnitude fI and is a
gradient of an artificial potential VI. Both the artificial potential VI
and forcefI depend on the distance kxijk between thevehicle i and its


















; kxijk ≥ d1
(14)
where α is a scalar control gain, and d0 and d1 are scalar constants for
distance ranges. Then the magnitude of interaction force is given by
fI 

∇kxijkVI; 0 < kxijk < d1
0; kxijk ≥ d1
(15)
Similarly, a potential Vh on a given agent i associated with the
virtual leader k is defined with the distance khikk between the agent i
and virtual leader k.
A dissipative force fvi  −K _xi − 1∕m
P
m
k1 _xik  is employed
to guarantee stability of the swarm system, where K is a positive
constant. This dissipative force enables each agent to follow a desired
velocity. The control law ui for the vehicle i associated withm virtual




























The cooperation strategy of an adversarial swarm with dynamics
(13–16) is completely determined by the state (positions and veloc-
ities) of the virtual leaders, artificial potentials VI and Vh, and the
feedback gain K. The question of interest is to recover the unknown
cooperation strategy from the measurement made on the adversarial
swarm. In this section, we will formulate the problem based on the
concept of partial observability introduced in the previous section,
and analyze the observability of cooperation strategy through a
sequence of numerical studies.
In all simulations presented in this paper, we make the following
assumptions:
1) The swarm consists of 5 followers and 1 virtual leader, that is,
n  5 andm  1. The virtual leader moves along a straight line with
a constant velocity; thus its trajectory depends only on its initial
position and initial velocity, which are unknown.
2) The artificial potentials VI and Vh are identical. The values of
the parameters that define the potential function are set to beα  150,
d0  100 m, d1  200 m, and K  1. Figure 2 shows the interac-
tion force magnitude with the chosen parameters. Note that those
parameter values are used to simulate swarm trajectories, but they are
assumed to be unknown.
3) All followers’ states, that is, position, xit, and velocity, _xit,
i  1; : : : ; n, are measurable.
The first assumption is the most restrictive one. Although the
leaders’ states are assumed to be unknown, we do require knowing
the numbers of agents (followers and leaders) in an adversarial
swarm. When this condition is not satisfied, the dimension of the
dynamical system is unknown, making the observability analysis a
challenging problem.A possible approach is to performobservability
analysis for a subgroup of a swarm, and design distributed estimation
algorithms. It is an important topic of future research and out of the
scope of this paper.
Under these assumptions, the problem of identifying the co-
operation strategy is reduced to the problem of estimating initial
virtual leader state, xlt0; _xlt0, and parameters α, d0, d1, and
K. This problem is harder than it sounds. From an outsider’s per-
spective, we do not have all the information like a controller. In fact,
the overall system is unobservable in the conventional control theory
as shown in [14]. The parameters can be partially observable, or some
are observable only on a zero measure set, which makes Kalman
filters fail to converge.
A. Partial Observability Analysis: Steady State
For nonlinear systems, as explained in Sec. II, observability
depends on the nominal trajectory. We first analyze the observability
of a baseline scenario, where the adversarial swarm is at a steady state
moving at a constant speed as the virtual leader. The initial conditions
of the swarm are given in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3. Snapshots
of the motion of the swarm are shown in Fig. 4.







Fig. 2 Interaction force magnitude.
Fig. 1 Example ofmultiple agents (red circles) and a virtual leader (blue
circle).
Table 1 Initial positions and velocities of the
followers and the leader
Agent Initial position, m Initial velocity, m∕s
Virtual leader (0, 0) (10, 0)
Follower 1 (0.0003, 79.21) (10, 0)
Follower 2 (75.33, 24.48) (10, 0)
Follower 3 (46.56, −64.08) (10, 0)
Follower 4 (−46.56, −64.08) (10, 0)

































































To study the partial observability of the considered adversarial
swarm, we first use the computation method presented in Sec. II.C to
calculate the empirical Gramian matrix, G, with the dynamics _x 
ft; x; p defined in Eqs. (13–16), where the state is
xt  xTl t; xTl t; xT1 t; xT1 t; · · · ; xT5 t; xT5 tT ∈ R24
and the parameter is p  α; d0; d1; K. The output is all followers’
state, that is,
yt  xT1 t; xT1 t; · · · ; xT5 t; xT5 tT ∈ R20; t ∈ 0; 100
(17)
To compute the empirical observability Gramian matrix, the fol-
lowing perturbation is introduced:
x	i0  xnom0 	 δ ⋅WxExi; i  1; 2; : : : ; 24
p	i  pnom 	 δ ⋅WpEpi; i  1; : : : ; 4
where xnom0 is the initial condition of the nominal trajectory (steady
state) and
pnom  150; 100; 200; 1T
is the nominal value of the parameters α, d0, d1, and K. Exi and
Epi define the direction of the perturbations. In the simulation they
are set to be the ith column of the identity matrices of appropriate
dimensions. In simulations the size of the perturbation is set at
δ  10−7. The weight matrix, Wx, is a block diagonal matrix with
six (five followers plus one leader) identical blocks. Each block
is a diagonal matrix, diag1; 1; 0.1; 0.1. The parameter weight
matrix Wp is set to be a diagonal matrix of diag15; 10; 20; 0.1.
Each perturbed initial conditions and parameters are propagated
through the swarm dynamics for 100 s to generate perturbed output
trajectory
y	it; i  1; 2; : : : ; 28
The empirical local observability Gramian is 24 × 24 matrix G










where the weight matrix Wy is a block diagonal matrix with five
identical blocks. Each block is a diagonal matrix diag1; 1; 10; 10.
The minimum eigenvalue of the computed empirical observability
Gramian is 0, which implies that the unobservability index is ∞
when z, thevariable to be estimated, includes all state variables and all
unknown parameters. In other words, the parameters of coordinating
controller around the nominal trajectory (steady state) are not observ-
able in the classical sense. The same conclusion was reported in our
previous work [14]. Using the concept of partial observability, how-
ever, we can now further analyze the observability of individual
variables of interest even when the whole system itself is not observ-
able. Such analysis reveals more insights of a dynamical system than
binary conclusion (fully observable or fully unobservable) obtained
using methods like the one reported in [14].
Based on the computed empirical observability Gramian, the
optimization problem (12) can be formulated and solved numerically.
The results for individual parameters are shown in Table 2. From the
results it is clear that leader position, leader velocity, and parameterd0
are all observable, whereas parameters α, d1, and K are not. Intui-
tively, because the swarm is moving at a steady state, it is not
surprising that virtual leader’s velocity is observable, because they
are the same as the followers’ velocities. Our analysis shows that
virtual leader’s initial position and a part of the cooperation strategy,
that is, parameter d0, are also observable. Such insight revealed based
on partial observability analysis is not obvious from the physics of the
dynamics. Different from the classical observability analysis, where
only binary conclusion of the entire system can be obtained, the
proposed partial observability analysis provides quantitative and
componentwise evaluation.
















Fig. 3 Initial formation of the adversarial swarm.
Fig. 4 Steady-state motion of the adversarial swarm.
Table 2 Partial unobservability index of the
steady state
Estimation variable z Unobservability index ρ∕ϵ
Leader position 1.779 × 10−1
Leader velocity 1.698 × 10−2
Parameter α 9.640 × 103
Parameter d0 6.208 × 10−3
Parameter d1 2.000 × 104

































































As a mean to validate our partial observability analysis results,
we apply UKF [21] on the steady-state trajectory to estimate the
unknown leader state and cooperation parameters p  α; d0; d1; K.
The results from a set of randomUKF initial conditions are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. It is clear that UKF correctly identifies the leader state
(position and velocity) and parameter d0. However, the estimations
for unobservable parameters, α, d1, and K, do not converge.
B. Partial Observability Analysis: Intruder Perturbation
Wehave shown that, when a swarmhas stabilized at an equilibrium
configuration, some internal cooperation strategies are unobservable.
Such conclusion is not surprising, because the measured followers’
trajectories at the steady states (which are straight lines) are not rich
enough to reveal internal dynamics of the swarm. In this section,
similar to Ref. [14], we introduce intruders as a possible agent
provocateur to disrupt the adversarial swarm and provoke the swarm
into more revealing behaviors. The agents in a non-cooperative
swarm are assumed to treat an intruder as an obstacle with the
interaction force between a vehicle and an intruder be expressed
using an artificial potential Vr. Note that we assume that the adver-
sarial swarm reacts to the intruder through a build-in obstacle avoid-
ance algorithm. Such functionality may not be implemented in
current autonomous swarms. However, given the rapid advancement
of technology, it is reasonable to anticipate that obstacle avoidance
algorithms such as those already implemented in autonomous driving

































































































































































For simplicity, we further assume that Vr is identical to potential
VI with the same parameters α, d0, d1, and K. In the simulation, one
intruder is initially at −100;−100 m and moves at a constant
velocity of 10; 2 m∕s. Because the followers consider the intruder
as a moving obstacle, they move around to avoid collision as the
intruder penetrates the swarm; thus the steady-state trajectory is
perturbed to excite much richer dynamical behavior. Figure 7 illus-
trates the trajectories of the perturbed swarm.
The empirical observability Gramian matrix of the intruder-
perturbed swarm trajectory can be numerically computed using the
same method as explained in the previous section. The minimum
eigenvalue of the empirical observability Gramian is 0.4931;
therefore, according to Proposition 1, the unobservability index





≈ 1.424. With the intruder perturbing the steady state,
the system becomes observable. Next, following the same process
as in the case of steady state, we perform partial observability ana-
lysis on individual states. The results are shown in Table 3. Compared
with Table 2, it is clear that introducing intruder significantly reduces
the unobservability index of parameters α, d1, and K by several
magnitudes.
IV. Estimation of an Adversarial Swarm’s
Cooperation Strategy
Equipped with the results from partial observability analysis, we
now address the problem of detecting the cooperating strategy of an
adversarial swarm by estimating the leader states and parameters that
define the internal interactive force among the agents in the swarm.
As shown in the previous section, when the steady state is per-
turbed by intruders, the entire system, including all parameters, is
fully observable. Therefore, standard filtering techniques for non-
linear estimation can potentially be applied to estimate the four para-
meters in the swarm system control architecture (α, d0, d1,K) and the
virtual leader information, that is, its initial position and velocity.
However, when applying standard filtering techniques such as the
UKF to estimate these parameters, we have discovered that the
estimates often fail to converge; see Fig. 8 for a typical performance
of an UKF.
A couple of inherent challengesmay contribute to the failure of the
UKF in the estimation of the parameters. First, we have shown that all
four parameters (α, d0, d1, K) and the virtual leader’s position and
velocity are observable based on the intruder perturbed trajectory;
however, after the intruder passes through the region, the swarm will
settle down to a new steady state, whose observability property can
be fundamentally different to the intruder perturbed trajectory. To
illustrate the change of unobservability indices, we computed the
empirical observability Gramian matrices and the corresponding
unobservability indices of parameters α; d0; d1; K over a sequence
of moving observation windows of 100 s long:
tk; tk  100; tk  10k; k  0; 1; : : :
The results are shown in Fig. 9. It is clear that, except for d0, which
remains observable for all t, the observability of other three param-
eters is subject to fundamental changes. As the intruder exits the
swarm, parameters α, d1, and K become unobservable. Such switch
of observability introduces a fundamental challenge to UKF type of
sequential estimation methods. If the filter has not converge before
the swarm settles down to an unobservable steady state, all new
measurements will not provide enough information for UKF to
update its estimations, therefore putting the convergence of the UKF
in jeopardy. For complex and high-dimensional nonlinear systems
such as the adversarial swarm considered here, producing a fast
convergent estimation (before the observability of the trajectory
changes) by UKF is not straightforward and may require a labor-
intensive process to tune UKF parameters.
Remark 1: The concept of observability introduced in Sec. II.A
clearly depends on the trajectory of the interest. Different trajectories
of the same dynamical system may have different observability.
Exemplified by the results in Fig. 9, we see that even different
observation windows of the same trajectory can have completely
different observability property.
The issue of UKF estimation is further complicated by another
nontrivial challenge associated with parameter d1, which represents
the range limit of communication and/or range of influence among
agents [see Eq. (14)]. Parameter d1 is fundamentally different from
other parameters of the swarm. More specifically, if none of the
relative distances between vehicles is equal to d1, then a small
perturbation around d1 has no impact on the trajectory. Thus d1 is
not observable. Its value becomes observable only if the relative
distance of at least one pair of vehicles passes across d1. Therefore,
























































Fig. 7 Snapshots of positions of the swarm and intruder. Red °: position of the follower; black ×: position of the intruder.
Table 3 Partial unobservability index of the
swarm with intruder perturbation
Estimation variable z Unobservability index ρ∕ϵ
Leader position 2.231 × 10−1
Leader velocity 2.355 × 10−2
Parameter α 1.958 × 10−1
Parameter d0 5.628 × 10−3
Parameter d1 1.099 × 10−2

































































surface that has zero measure. Such property makes the design of a
convergent estimation algorithm a demanding task. To illustrate the
challenge, we consider a simplified problem of estimating d1 only
with all other unknowns being fixed at their true values. Figure 10
shows a typical result. The trajectory of the swarm is affected when
the relative distances among the agents cross the threshold defined by
d1. Therefore, the value of d1 is locally distinguishable only in a zero
measure subset of the state-parameter space, which causes the step-
like behavior of theUKF estimation. The gray curves in the figure are
the relative distances between agents. Note that the correction hap-
pens when the relative distance crosses the “fake” value assumed by
the UKF. However, the filter fails to make correction when the
relative distances cross the true value of d1.
To overcome the inherent challenges of the considered estimation
problem, we propose a two-stage algorithm using dynamical opti-
mization.
Step 1:Based on the unperturbed steady-state trajectory, construct
the following dynamical optimization problem to estimate leader
initial position, xl0 ∈ R2, leader initial velocity, _xl0 ∈ R2, and
parameter d0.8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
Find x̂l0 ∈ R2; x̂l0 ∈ R2; and p̂ α̂; d̂0; d̂1; K̂ ∈R4 to
minimize Jx̂l0; x̂l0; p̂  log

1 R 1000 kŷt− ytk2Wy dt

subject to x̂ fx̂; p̂; t;
x̂0  x̂Tl 0; x̂Tl 0; xT1 0; xT1 0; · · · ; xT5 0; xT5 0T;
ŷt  x̂T1 t; x̂T1 t; · · · ; x̂T5 t; x̂T5 tT
(19)
where dynamics f is defined in Eqs. (13–16), yt is the measured
followers’ states defined in Eq. (17), and the weight matrix Wy is
given in Eq. (18).



































Fig. 8 Typical performance of an UKF. Red solid lines are true values of the parameters. The dashed lines are the estimates.


























unobservability index of α unobservability index of d0
unobservability index of d1 unobservability index of K

































































Problem (19) is an optimization problemwith nonlinear dynamical
constraint but finite-dimensional decision variables. As shown in
Sec. III.A, although the full system is not observable from the
unperturbed steady-state trajectory, the leader initial state and param-
eter d0 are partially observable. Thus, problem (19) is well-defined.
Moreover, from the optimal solution, we obtain the estimates,
x̂l0; _̂xl0; d̂0, of the true value of the leader initial state and
parameter d0. The estimation results are used in the next step. The
other part of the optimal solution, that is, α̂; d̂1; K̂, is discarded.
Because of the nonlinear dynamical constraints, problem (19) needs
to be solved numerically. This can be done by incorporating an
numerical integrator with a finite-dimensional constraint optimiza-
tion solver.
Step 2: Based on the intruder perturbed swarm trajectory, the
following dynamical optimization is formulated for estimating
parameters α, d0, and K.
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
Find α̂; d̂1; and K̂ to
minimize Jα̂; d̂1; K̂  log

1 R 1000 kŷt− ytk2Wy dt

subject to x̂ fx̂; p̂; t
x̂0  x̂Tl 0; x̂Tl 0; xT1 0; xT1 0; · · · ; xT5 0; xT5 0T
ŷt  x̂T1 t; x̂T1 t; · · · ; x̂T5 t; x̂T5 tT
(20)
where dynamics f is defined in Eqs. (13–16), p̂  α̂; d̂0; d̂1; K̂, yt
is the measured followers’ states defined in Eq. (17), and the weight
matrix Wy is given in Eq. (18). Note that, in this optimization
problem, the decision variables are α̂, d̂1, and K̂. The leader initial
state and parameter d0 are fixed at their estimated values, that is,
x̂Tl 0; _̂xTl 0; d̂0, from step 1.
Remark 2: Both dynamical optimization problems (19) and (20)
process entire measured trajectory at once and thus circumvent some
challenges associate with UKF type of sequential estimation tools.
The partial observability of parameters depends on the time window.
Step 1 can be applied to find the observable parameters only, without
the help of the intruder. Its computation can be carried out before the
intruder enters the region of action. However, step 2 must be done
using the data collected during the time window when the intruder
passes through the swarm.
The optimization problems (19) and (20) are solved numerically
using nonlinear programming solver SNOPT. The estimation errors
of the virtual leader state and the parameters in step 1 are reported in
Table 4. These errors are averaged over 10 runs from random initial
guesses range from 	50% of the true values. Average runtime in
MATLAB is 247 s on aMacBook Prowith 2.3GHz i7CPU and 8GB
memory. Although the system is not fully observable, the leader
initial states and parameter d0 can indeed be estimated with high
accuracy as predicted in the partial observability analysis. Further-
more, the optimal cost is in the order of 10−8, indicating that different
cooperation parameters α, d1, and K can generate identical follower
trajectories; thus α, d1, and K cannot be observable from the consid-
ered steady state.
Numerical estimations, x̂l0; _̂xl0; d̂0, from step 1 are used to
construct optimization problem (20) in step 2, which is again solved
numerically using SNOPT. From the optimal estimation errors
reported in Table 5, it is clear that all three parameters, α, d1, and
K, have been identified. These errors are averaged over 10 runs from
random initial guesses within 	50% of the true values. Average
runtime in MATLAB is 398 s on a MacBook Pro with 2.3 GHz i7
CPU and 8 GB memory. It is worth pointing out that the discontinu-
ous parameter d1 is estimatedwith higher accuracy than the other two
parameters α andK, which is consistent to the partial unobservability
indices reported in Table 3.
Remark 3: Instead of the proposed two-step algorithm, it is pos-
sible to formulate a single dynamical optimization problem to esti-
mate all variables of interest, that is, adding p̂  α̂; d̂0; d̂1; K̂ as



















Fig. 10 UKF estimation of d1, where all other parameters are given. Red solid line and blue dashed line are true and estimated values, respectively. The
gray lines are the relative distances between agents.
Table 4 Estimation errors of step 1
Estimation variable z Estimation error Relative estimation error
xl0  0; 0 2.395 × 10−4 N/A
_xl0  10; 0 2.991 × 10−6 2.991 × 10−7
α  150 21.76 0.1451
d0  100 2.967 × 10−5 2.967 × 10−7
d1  200 19.104 9.552 × 10−2
K  1 7.190 7.190
The errors are averaged over 10 runs from random initial guesses. The relative
errors are scaled by the corresponding true values.
Table 5 Estimation errors of step 2
Estimation variable z Estimation error Relative estimation error
α  150 1.117 × 10−2 7.447 × 10−5
d1  200 2.915 × 10−4 1.458 × 10−6
K  1 6.610 × 10−5 6.610 × 10−5
The errors are averaged over 10 runs from random initial guesses. The relative

































































decision variables into problem (20). However, based on our numeri-
cal tests, the proposed two-step algorithm is more efficient in terms
of runtime and robustness to the initial guess. Comparing with the
single-step optimization that involves all unknowns, the proposed
two-step algorithm based on observability analysis effectively
reduces the dimension of the dynamical optimization problem and
thus improves the numerical performance.
Remark 4: It is worth pointing out that computational cost in the
proposed two-step estimation algorithm grows rapidly as the size of
the swarm increases. Such phenomenon appears also in sequential
estimation techniques, including UKF and extended Kalman filter.
How to design computationally efficient estimation algorithms for
high-dimensional systems, for example, adversarial swarms with a
large number of agents, is an important subject of ongoing research.
In particular, distributed and parallel computational tools that explic-
itly explore partial observability of nonlinear system have great
potential to lift the curse of dimensionality. However, this is beyond
the scope of this paper.
V. Conclusions
This paper applies the concept of partial observability and its
associated computational tools for analyzing the observability of
the internal cooperating strategy of an adversarial swarmmodel. This
new approach allows quantitative observability analysis on individ-
ual state even when the whole system is not observable in traditional
sense. Our simulations reveal that when an adversarial swarm is at a
steady state that is not fully observable, some parameters that define
the internal cooperating strategy can still be partially observable and
thus be accurately estimated while the overall system is unobserv-
able. When intruder perturbation is introduced, the computation of
partial observability indices clearly shows the dependence of observ-
ability on the swarm’s trajectory, as well as the time window during
which the swarm reacts to the intruder. To address convergence issues
of UKF for estimating parameters that are observable on a zero
measure subset, a two-step estimation algorithm was developed
based on dynamical optimization. The proposed algorithm uses the
concept of partial observability to circumvent some fundamental
challenges associated with UKF types of sequential estimation tools.
The results in this paper provide useful tools for further study on the
estimation of adversarial swarms in more realistic scenarios, for
example, large swarms with unknown number of agents, swarms
with different potential functions, and non-potential-based swarm
models.
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Appendix : Proof of Proposition 1
Given is a nominal trajectory of Eq. (4) with initial state x0.
Given is a variation δx0. Let yt and ŷt be the corresponding
outputs. Then
ŷt − yt  CeAtδx0
It is easy to verify






The projection of E to the initial state space is an ellipsoid in Rnx
centered around x0
PE  fx0  δx0jδx0TGδx0 ≤ ϵ2g (A1)
Let λmin be the smallest eigenvalue of G with an associated
eigvenvector xmin on the surface
xTminGxmin  ϵ2 (A2)
Then xmin is the major principle axis of the ellipsoid (A1). Denote
ρ  kxmink2




From Eq. (A2), we have
ϵ2  λminkxmink22
Thus the unobservability index is ρ∕ϵ  1∕ λminp .
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